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Let us offer you peace of mind for your
healthy green lawn all year round

Law n Repair
If your lawn is established
and just needs some minor
attention, then repairing it is
essential as the problem, if

quickly gets out of hand.
Below is an example of a
lawn with some bald
patches and maybe some
bug or fungus damage. We
will inspect your lawn*, sup-

So if your lawn is developing
brown patches, going yellow, or looking generally
unwell, we will investigate
and provide a solution, all
included in the price.
We know from experience
that this approach always
works out to be more cost
efficient than the try “it and
see” method.

left untreated, almost invariably gets worse and

Lawn Repair *
Up to 100M2

€230

100 to 200M2

POA

200-400M2

POA

400-600M2

POA

600-1000M2

POA

ply plugs and/or seed as
appropriate, provide fertiliser
and or pesticide and/or fungicide as required.

law n RE-New
If your lawn has less than
50% grass then a restart or
lawn re-new approach
needs to be adopted. More
importantly the reason for its
failure needs to be found
otherwise the same problem
may reoccur.†
We will inspect your lawn*
and supply all the necessary
products to get you going
and re-establish your beautiful green lawn.

Below is an example of a
large area of lawn that has
died over a period of two
years. This clearly will only
get worse if left untreated.

Lawn Re-New

*

Up to 100M2

€610

100 to 200M2

POA

200-400M2

POA

400-600M2

POA

600-1000M2

POA

Special points of interest:

Call us on: 676 863 778

 Why not take out a monthly
lawn contract.
 We supply products and advice,
we do not provide gardening
work or supply gardeners.

* Mileage limitations apply.
† Soil tests included in price.

www.lawnsinspain.com

